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The need for a seamless
onboarding experience

Customised
workflows

Employee experience and retention should
be considered from day one.
With global trends such as the Great Resignation still at

End-to-end
automation

large, it has never been more important to ensure you can
not only find, but also onboard new talent as quickly and
efficiently as possible.
Research shows a strong onboarding experience can
improve employee retention by up to 82%.
With a reported 33% of employees also starting the hunt
for a new job within their first six months in a role, it’s
crucial to ensure all the hard work you’ve put into finding

Live progress
tracking

the perfect candidate doesn't go to waste.
The most successful businesses have a thoughtful,
well-planned onboarding strategy. One that leverages
technology to remove paperwork, build customised
experiences and automate the entire process.
Thankfully, Roubler's all-in-one workforce management
software provides businesses with just that.

Quicker and
more efficient

Challenge 1: Legacy
systems and processes

Challenge 2: Compliance
data that doesn't sync

Challenge 3: One size
fits all approach

Speed, efficiency and accuracy
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All too frequently, this results
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As a result, the first impression

This results in data being lost or
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Blunders like this can easily
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employee experience.

Similarly, different locations

Yet, when onboarding, many
businesses use the same

This 'one size fits all' approach

Creating efficient onboarding practices
for a great employee experience
End-to-end automation
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Roubler’s employee onboarding software

We understand how important it is to get your

automates the employee onboarding process

employees up and running as smoothly, and as

without the need for paperwork or manual

quickly as possible. Roubler's onboarding function

data entry. Thanks to our all-in-one workforce
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management system, all data flows seamlessly to

new employees progress, recognise if they are

rostering, time and attendance, payroll and beyond.

stalling and jump in to help them where possible.

Compliance embedded from day one

Customised training for employees

With Roubler, compliance doesn’t just begin with

With Roubler, you can incorporate employee

payroll, it's best practice embedded throughout

induction training into onboarding, to help new

your business. During onboarding, managers can

hires prepare for their role. You can build out a
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employee from working a shift unless they meet
the requirements. As a result, it helps you avoid
instances of non-compliance from day one.

Data integrity risks eliminated
With no need for manual data entry or messy

Multiple and custom workflows

integrations, Roubler eliminates the risks

One size doesnt fit all when it comes to onboarding

Having one source of truth for all workforce-related

new employees. Roubler recognises that businesses

information provides crucial clarity and ensures
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data is error-free. Being an all-in-one solution,
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One seamless system. Business-wide impact.
Roubler enables business-wide efficiencies by bringing together everything you need
to recruit, onboard, schedule, manage and pay your staff in one seamless system.

Roubler + The Capital
Hotels & Apartments

The Capital Hotels & Apartments (The
Capital Hotels) is the fastest growing
hotel group in South Africa, disrupting
the market in the apart-hotel sector.
With a network of hotels and apartments across
South Africa, The Capital Hotels required a flexible
and modern workforce management system to
support their expansion.
With ambitious plan and growth throughout 2020
despite the significant challenges faced, they didn’t
want to be held back by inefficient software or
disjointed processes. With rules and regulations
around travel and the hospitality industry changing
constantly, flexibility was critical.
The Capital Hotels sought out a partner that was
as disruptive in the technology industry as they
were in hospitality, and Roubler fit the bill perfectly.

With Roubler in place, new staff are onboarded
faster, managers spend less time on admin, and
employees can manage their work life via the app.
The Capital Hotels benefits from a system that
includes the complete employee lifecycle: from
onboarding, to time and attendance to rostering
and payroll.
They now have oversight across the entire group to
ensure employees are working the right hours and
being paid correctly across their various locations.
At a site level, managers save valuable time with
features like smart rostering and management
features built into the mobile app.
Employees can view their roster, book leave and
update personal information via the app, without
the need to log in to different systems or request
information from HR.

All-in-one workforce management
Roubler is a unique workforce management
solution trusted by businesses all over the
world including IGA (HG Retail), Estee
Lauder, WHSmith and MAC.
We’ll help you to recruit, onboard, schedule,
manage and pay your staff, all while
providing data clarity and real-time analytics
across every aspect of your workforce.
We bring you true peace of mind, knowing
that Roubler’s always-on compliance and
risk management tools are with you every
step of the way.
By harnessing the latest AI, machine learning
and automation we are providing a new
depth of insight and intelligence, and shaping
the workforces of tomorrow.
Want to find out more?
Call us on +27 10 500 2223
or email info@roubler.com
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Find out
more
Want to learn more about
creating cost efficiencies?
Call us on +27 10 500 2223
or email info@roubler.com
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